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Good morning! Welcome to Lee’s Annual Meeting of Stockholders. I'm Mary Junck, executive 
chairman, and I’m pleased you could join us.

I’ll begin by introducing  Kevin Mowbray, our President and Chief Executive Officer. Kevin, 
please stand.

Let me introduce the other Lee officers who are with us today. Please stand as I call your 
name:

Nathan Bekke, Vice President – Consumer Sales and Marketing
Paul Farrell, Vice President – Sales 
Suzanna Frank, Vice President – Research and Metrics
Astrid Garcia, Vice President – Human Resources and Legal
James Green, Vice President – Digital
Ron Mayo, Vice President, Chief Financial Officer and Treasurer 
Michele White, Vice President – Information Technology and Chief Information Officer

Also, Debbie Anselm, publisher of the Quad-City Times and the Dispatch-Argus is here with 
us today, and Tim Millage, Lee’s corporate controller, who you’ll hear from later in the 
program.

Would other Lee employees also please stand? We’re glad you’ve joined the meeting today.
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Now I will introduce Lee’s board of directors.

Lee has a history of strong governance by independent directors. Six of the nine directors are 
independent, including all members of the Audit, Executive Compensation and Nominating 
and Corporate Governance committees.

Directors who are nominated for terms continuing to 2021 are: 

Richard Cole, a director since 2006  (Would you please stand?)
Bill Mayer, a director since 1998
Greg Schermer, a director since 1999

Other directors with us today are:

Kevin Mowbray, our president and CEO. 
Herb Moloney, our lead outside director
Nancy Donovan,
And Brent Magid

Director Len Elmore was unable to be here today.
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Also, please welcome representatives of KPMG, our independent auditors:

Greg Ryan and Paul Dobroveanu  [da – BRA – van – o]. 

Will you please stand?

They will be available for questions later in the program.
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Now, Dana Waterman, secretary and general counsel of the company, will review our meeting procedures.

Thank you, Mary.  

As the first order of business, we have received an Affidavit of Mailing from our stock registrar and transfer agent, Equiniti 

Shareowner Services,  confirming timely mailing to the Common Stockholders of the Company as of the record date of 

December 29, 2017, of the Notice of Internet Availability of Proxy Materials, or of the Notice of Annual Meeting of 

Stockholders and Proxy Statement, Form of Proxy and Return Envelope and Form 10-K, to stockholders who previously 

requested those documents in printed form.

Delaware law requires that the Company appoint an inspector to supervise the voting process and tabulation of votes.  The 

Company has appointed Tim Millage, the Company’s Corporate Controller, to that position. Also present to assist are Daisy 

Kuhn and Chris Ward of Equiniti Shareowner Services, our stock registrar and transfer agent.  Daisy and Chris, would you 

please stand?

Of the 57,069,058 shares outstanding at the stock-of-record date, Mr. Millage reports that _______________ shares are 

represented at the meeting, [________________][all] by proxy, [and ____________ in person,] or over _____% of the total 

eligible shares.  Therefore, we have a quorum represented and may lawfully conduct business.

Under Delaware law, polls must stay open to allow stockholders present to vote in person.  If anyone wants to do so, we 

have written ballots available from Mr. Millage for that purpose.  Stockholders whose shares are registered in their own 

names, and who wish to cast or change their votes in person, may do so while the polls are open, which will continue during 

management’s presentation and until the Chairman declares the polls closed.  You should complete your ballot and deliver it 

to Mr. Millage, who will record it as part of his report.

After the polls are closed, all votes represented by proxies will be cast by the designated proxies as instructed, and the 

preliminary results will be announced by Mr. Millage.  Under Delaware law and our by-laws, directors are elected if they 

receive a plurality of the votes cast.  Under Delaware law and the rules of The New York Stock Exchange, approval of the 

remaining proposal requires a majority of the votes cast.

As you will note in the program, time has been scheduled for questions from stockholders.  In the interest of making the 

opportunity available to as many people as possible, we ask that your questions be brief and to the point of your inquiry.
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Thank you, Dana.

Kevin, Ron and I would like to provide a brief business update. 
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The headlines we’ll be discussing today are:

We are the leading source of news, information and advertising in the communities we 
serve.

Audiences are strong across all age groups and markets, and our digital audiences are 
growing.

Digital revenue continues to increase at a rapid clip.

We are successfully transforming our business. We have proven ourselves to be 
flexible and nimble at rethinking, repositioning and redeveloping all aspects of our 
business. And, we see a bright future for Lee.

Our margins and other key performance measures are the best in the publishing 
industry.

We are operating with improved efficiency and continue to produce strong Adjusted EBITDA1

year after year, allowing us to significantly reduce our debt.

And, we’re focused on delivering top quality local news, information and advertising to our 
huge audiences. 

(1) Adjusted EBITDA is a non-GAAP financial measure. See appendix.
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We are — by far — the dominant source of local news and information in the communities 
we serve. We have more reporters and photographers on the street than all of our local 
competitors.

Every day, our reporters and photographers cover events, big and small: from the Bettendorf 
high school basketball game, to the spirited St. Patrick’s Day parade in Butte, Montana, to the 
development of the new history museum in Madison, Wisconsin, our reporters and 
photographers are there. Every day, we publish over 700 local stories and over 700 
photographs. 

That’s about 275,000 local stories and 275,000 photos annually. Impressive numbers to be 
sure. And not included in the count are sports box scores, obituaries, maps, infographics, and 
letters to the editor. And, on the topic of letters to the editor, we estimate that across Lee last 
year, we received over 100,000 letters to the editor, evidence of our engaged local audience.

I should stress that our stories and photographs are published in our print editions and on our 
web and mobile sites. Also, stories are rewritten and expanded online throughout the day, 
especially breaking local news. 

Our reporters also shine a light on critical issues through watchdog and investigative 
journalism, using Freedom of Information and Open Meeting laws to advance their work. Two 
examples:

The Southern Illinoisan exposed issues plaguing the Alexander County Housing Authority. 
The newsroom published stories and editorials outlining mismanagement that led to families 
living in substandard and unsanitary conditions. As a result, the U.S. Department of Housing 
and Urban Development acted to address many of the issues.
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In St. Louis, the Post-Dispatch exposed a cover-up on the St. Louis Public Transit line. 
Columnist Tony Messenger filed Sunshine requests to get to the bottom of a rise in crime 
reports on the Metro. His reporting uncovered video that showed county police officers 
covering up cameras in police substations and other video that appeared to show officers 
sleeping in the office. 

Messenger’s columns triggered a St. Louis County internal affairs investigation that resulted 
in 11 reprimands against the officers involved. Also, the various departments that work across 
state lines have increased patrols to address crime on the MetroLink.  

Lee journalists in markets large and small expose news that matters. Some examples of 
stories:

• how worker shortages can send a state on a path to crisis
• how jail overcrowding creates a waterfall of political and social problems
• how the quality of drinking water can put children in harm’s way
• how an opioid overdose epidemic is destroying families
• how mismanagement at a veteran home goes unchallenged
• how an acute shortage in foster families leaves a growing number of children waiting for 

placement

We also tell stories that bring smiles and hope: the moments of joy, triumph, sense of place, 
local people and heroes from all walks of life.   
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Along with our award winning local content, we produce news for our readers through Lee’s 
National Desk. 

Every night, the nation and world team creates comprehensive pages of national and world
news for publication in our newspapers. They also create news packages related to current
events such as the Olympics. By sharing content across the company, newsrooms have more 
time and resources to cover local news. 

The digital content center provides similar services for our digital sites. Our digital specialists 
continuously monitor breaking news and trending topics and publish this content to our web 
and mobile sites. 

We also have developed partnerships with publishers such as Meredith, Tribune, NTVB 
Media, and American Media, which significantly increases our content offerings.  

In digital and print, our readers devour our coverage, especially breaking news, sports and 
business news, and information about things to do and places to go. Also, readers rely on our 
advertising to find jobs and homes, and the best deals on groceries, electronics, autos, and 
almost everything else.
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Consequently, our audiences are huge with strength across all age groups.

The column at the left shows our seven-day reach in our largest markets. We reach 74 
percent of adults. Of those, 46 percent are print readers and 35 percent access our digital 
products. Twelve percent say they “use” the newspaper for advertising, entertainment listings 
and sports scores. 

We are highly relevant to all age groups, including millennials, and we reach 64 percent of 
that group.

Our digital audiences and audience engagement continue to grow at a steady pace. In our 
most recent quarter, average monthly digital visits were up 6.1% and totaled 72.5 million, and 
page views per session also increased in the low-single digits.

Now, I’d like to turn the presentation over to Kevin Mowbray, our CEO, to discuss how we’re 
driving revenue using our large local audiences.  
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Our audiences and expansive suite of digital products is driving digital revenue growth across 
all platforms. 

Last year, we introduced Digital Connect, a digital services package aimed at small and mid-
sized businesses. Digital Connect is a rapidly growing category, and we expect it to be a 
significant contributor to digital revenue growth this year. 

In addition to Digital Connect, we’ve expanded our video content and added native advertising 
on our sites. We also offer high impact display advertising, giving advertisers a dominant ad 
position on our web and mobile sites.  

In order to develop and deliver new products to our customers, we need a solid technology 
platform with a robust set of tools, which we have in our digital services company, 
TownNews.com.
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Lee owns 82.5% of TownNews.com, which provides digital services, including web hosting 
and content management for web, print and mobile products to Lee properties as well as 
1,600 other newspapers and some broadcast entities.

TownNews revenue is growing rapidly and has a compound annual growth rate of 8.2% since 
2012. And while its primary source of revenue is content management, its advertising 
business is expanding and contributed to the 12.7% revenue gain posted in the December 
quarter. 

To meet the evolving needs of existing customers and increase its customer base, TownNews 
is adding new technologies. Since October, TownNews has acquired new OTT technology, 
added an improved mobile app platform, and entered into a new strategic partnership with 
Brainworks Software. These strategic additions will allow TownNews to strengthen its market 
share and grow revenue.
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Our digital growth trajectory is very strong. Since 2012, digital revenue, including TownNews, 
has increased by over 50%, with an 8.2% compound annual growth rate. 

Digital ad revenue continues to increase as percentage of total advertising revenue. In the 
December 2017 quarter, digital advertising revenue represented 28.9% of total advertising 
revenue for the company as compared to 24.7% in December of 2016. 

Our digital audiences and audience engagement also are growing. Monthly average page 
views totaled nearly 244 million in the December 2017 quarter — up 16.1% from the same 
quarter in the prior year. Pages per session, one metric used to monitor audience 
engagement, also increased in the December 2017 quarter.

We are proud of the consistent track record in growing digital revenue and audience. These 
digital gains are a key element of our transformation, and action plans have been 
implemented to maintain and increase the digital momentum.
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Over the past several years, we have transformed our business. As Mary noted, we’ve proven 
ourselves to be flexible and nimble at rethinking, repositioning and redesigning all aspects of 
our business. Some quick examples:

To more innovatively and effectively serve our advertising customers and gain new ones, 
we’ve launched Amplified Digital, Digital Connect, Amplified Local, and a digital fulfillment 
center. We’ve added the Bull Pen, a creative services group, and reshaped the way we sell 
local advertising with the Edison initiative and our digital elite sales teams, which sell more 
sophisticated digital offerings. 

We’ve implemented the full access subscription model as well as digital-only subscription 
options. We’ve added premium day content and published historical books. 

We’ve launched a highly innovative design center and a digital content center, and formed 
innovative content partnerships with Meredith and other publishers. We’ve instituted a Lee-
wide program, called “Sweeps,” to aggressively drive digital audience, which we monetize 
through programmatic advertising. 

Furthermore, we’ve centralized finance, human resources, procurement, and circulation 
marketing and management. We’ve outsourced ad production, the circulation call center, and 
some of our printing and distribution. 

With our proven track record of transformation, we are well-positioned and experienced to 
seize new opportunities and thrive in the future. 
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Like digital advertising, subscription revenue has become a larger share of our total revenue. 

In recent years, subscription revenue has been a strong and stable performer. On a same-
property basis, subscription revenue is down less than 1% since 2015. 

With our sound pricing strategies, growing digital subscription revenue, and additional 
premium content, we expect subscription revenue will continue to be a growing percentage of 
our total revenue. 
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As Mary noted, we are leaders in the publishing industry on performance measures, and 
operating margin is an excellent example. Our margins have averaged over 23% for the last 
six years, significantly outpacing the industry. Our trailing twelve months margin is 23.4%, 
while the industry is 12.9%.

And now, I will turn it over to Ron Mayo, our CFO, to discuss Adjusted EBITDA and our debt.
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Our industry-leading margins along with solid revenue and cost performance have produced 
strong Adjusted EBITDA for the past several years, and it continues to be a top priority for 
management. For the last twelve months ended December 2017,  Adjusted EBITDA totaled 
$141.7 million. 

Total fixed charges — or cash interest, capital expenditures and pension contributions —
have declined steadily since 2015, which we expect to continue as cash interest expense 
declines, leaving additional Adjusted EBITDA available to repay debt and invest in other 
opportunities to increase shareholder value. Interest expense has fallen $6.2 million in the last 
12 months ended December 2017, due to our substantial quarterly debt payments. 
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Driven by strong Adjusted EBITDA, we have aggressively reduced the company’s debt each 
year, and as a result, the company’s leverage, net of cash, is 3.66 times the last 12 months 
Adjusted EBITDA at December 2017, as compared to 4.92 times in March of 2014. 

Since our March 2014 refinancing, debt has been reduced by $313 million, or 37% in just 15 
quarters. 

For the 12-month period ended December 2017, we reduced debt $67.5 million and ended 
the quarter with total debt of $532 million. We’ve made additional debt reductions in the 
current quarter and expect to continue to aggressively reduce the company’s debt in the 
future.   
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The First Lien Term Loan, due in March of 2019, has a balance of $33.9 million at December 
2017 and is amortizing quickly. In addition, on March 15, 2018, the Notes become callable at 
104.75, and on April 1, 2018, the call premium on the Second Lien Term Loan reduces to 103. 
Because of these factors, we are actively engaged in discussions and analysis with our 
advisors regarding the timing and economics of refinancing all or a portion of our long-term 
debt. 

Since the majority of our long-term debt is not due until 2022, the decision and timing of any 
refinancing will be based on our ability to reduce our total cost of debt capital, extend the 
maturities of our debt beyond 2022, and maximize the deductibility of interest under the new 
tax law. 

Now, here’s Mary to close out our business update.
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Thank you, Ron.

We have great confidence in Lee’s future and the strategies we have in place.

We are the leading source of news, information and advertising in the communities we serve, 
and audiences in our markets are strong.

Our digital audiences are growing and digital revenue continues to increase at a steady pace.

We are successfully transforming our business.

Our margins and other key performance measures are the best in the industry.

Now it’s time to declare the polls closed and announce results of the voting.  Tim, would you 
please report the preliminary results?
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TIM: Thank you, Mary.

Concerning Proposal 1, election of directors – Richard Cole, Bill Mayer and Greg Schermer: 
These directors have been elected.

Concerning Proposal 2, ratification of selection of KPMG as the Company’s independent 
registered public accounting firm for 2018: The proposal passes.

MARY: Thank you, Tim.

On behalf of the board, let me thank stockholders for joining us and – more importantly - for 
your support.
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Now, we’ll be glad to take questions from stockholders.

When I call on you, please introduce yourself and let us know where you’re from.
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If there are no further questions, our meeting is adjourned.
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